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Beloveds, 
 

Welcome to the White Rose Manuscript; we will touch on the sacred
lands that Jeshua travelled to during his formative years to prepare for
his ministry and life with Mary Magdalene. The text and practices will

awaken and deepen each initiate in unique ways into the mysteries of
the Divine Masculine, Essence, energies and archetypes from the Rose

lineage. 
 

Upon this path, you will bring healing and awareness to the masculine
principles and rose codes within. As part of the mysterium, you will

receive the Rose disc activation, the seed of light transmission and a
beautiful rose ceremony at the end of the path that will restore, 

 reconnect and integrate the 'Masculine' in new and renewed ways. 
 

In alchemy and mysticism, a white rose represents the magical elixir of
Eternity, life and death, fertility and virginity. It forms the sacred union

of duality with the Red Rose that creates our physical reality; it
represents the power of knowledge and the deeper meaning of our

connection to our source. 
 

In the mysterium, we also have beautiful integration practices such as a
soul tantra sequence, an affirmation and a mantra. So, please continue

the priestess practice and enjoy this beautiful template path. 
 
 
 

All my love & Devotion,

Chloe. 



The POwer of 
ISSA/Isha



The white rose
O F  P U R E  L O V E

This journey of alchemy includes the
harmonising of duality, integration
and wholeness. 

 The White Rose, in its most
profound meaning, is ‘Pure Source’,
the eternal truth that signifies
loyalty, the blossoming between a
man and a woman, and their sacred
consummation.

Finally,  these mysteries usher in
peace, tranquillity and harmony into
any patterns, memories and
energies disturbing an inner sacred
balance and unity. It reconfigures
the natural rhythms, cycles and lores
within and without 

The Lineage of the White Rose, in
essence, is the ascended
'Christ/Sophia' path of devotion
through Divine love and the holy spirit.

The White Rose symbolises purity,
liberation, alchemy and mysticism. This
lineage awakens the brilliant White
light of celestial truth on the earth and
within the stars. 

In the Magdalene Priestess year's path,
these mysteries are overlighted by
Jeshua, who comes forth as our
wisdom keeper and guardian with Mary
Magdalene.  

The white Rose is a symbol of the
journey from the depths of the
underworld to Enlightenment. In
alchemy and mysticism, a white rose
represents the power and purity of
knowledge and the communion with
this knowledge to attain sacred union
or partnership. 





 white Source 
W A T E R

The water is white due to its high
calcium content and can symbolise
the masculine fluids, milk and bones,
often seen as the structure and
foundation of the masculine
essence. 

In the Grail legend, Jeshua and the
kings of ancient times were said to
have had an emblem of a white Rose
within their hearts to represent their
union and devotion to the feminine
and water element. 
 
The colours of the White Well and
Red waters of Chalice Well’s energies
combine and can be seen reflecting
the colours of the Faery and
Priestess realms that weave and
spiral within the sacred lands of
Avalon.  

At the base of the Tor, the Star Temple
of Avalon, Glastonbury, the white
spring waters bubble up from the
depths of the earth's fertile soil. 

At this source point, a temple cave
sanctuary honours the Spirit of the
White Spring. 

It is an expression of gratitude for the
waters containing life's pure gifts. The
sanctuary is a place of reflection,
inspiration and healing. It is a sacred
site of great depth and beauty. It is a
living water temple.

In dedication to the spiritual energies
of this place, there has been a
beautiful pool and shrines built so that
we can pilgrim, bathe and commune in
the holy waters. 
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. Jeshua's  Ben JOESEPH

The teachers who initiated Jeshua were the
keepers of the hidden knowledge, wizards,
Magi, masters and adepts who knew the true
nature of Jeshua's sacred mission. He learnt
the mysteries of Gaia, the stars, light
conception, immortality, tantra and
resurrection. 

Jeshua was a rapid learner and passed
through all his initiations with influential
metaphysical teachers, the Goddess and the
elements. The Druids were highly influential
in Jeshua's life, and he accumulated
extensive wisdom in their headquarters in
Glastonbury. 

Jeshua formed a beautiful philosophy called
the 'Way' that incorporated his vast
accumulation of knowledge and learning,
preserved ancient knowledge and included
his unique mastery and wisdom.
 
His personal story and ministry with Mary
Magdalene are an inspiration. And as you
may know, it was monumental seedings of
light that marked the ascent and birth of the
New Golden Dawn.

As part of our journey of remembrance, we
will now go deeper into Jehua's connection
to the royal bloodline, the golden chalice,
India, and Avalon. 

In April BC in Bethlehem, a celestial star
orchestration formed a cosmic gateway for
the pure Christ principle to descend into
Earth's womb. Jeshua's Mother, Mother
Mary and father Joseph were fully aware of
this great 'seeding of light' that would take
place through their beloved and holy child.  

The gathering of stars, Shekinah, the
elements and the initiated soul family
paved the way for this tremendous cosmic
alignment and birthing. Jeshua's birth
created a monumental paradigm shift and
activated the Christ DNA in the body of our
Earth Mother and within each being.  

Jeshua's birth fulfilled the first part of the
star prophecy that marked the most
significant anchoring of Christ's light upon
the planet. It is said that everywhere was
filled with golden light. The light stayed in
the skies for 40 days and the bright star for
two months.

Jeshua spent much of his early years within
the Essene community in Qumran and
travelled extensively with his mother and
uncle, Joseph of Arimathea. Joseph took
Jeshua all around the world to study with
the prominent teachers and mystery
schools of that time. 





. The Golden Chalice
In ancient manuscripts of Ireland and the
British Isles, the Goddess was revered and
highly respected for the power she embodied
and cultivated to ensure all life was in
harmony with the natural world.  

These laws and the devotional worship of the
Divine Mother are imbued in the original
teaching and ancient spiritual tradition of
Israel, Egypt, Green, India and England, where
Jeshua travelled to learn and prepare for his
ministry. 

At 13 years of age, Jeshua received his
initiation rites in Avalon, where he was taught
directly by the Druids and High Priestesses of
the Holy Isle. 

He travelled to Avalon with his Mother and
Joeseph of Arimathea. He spent time in Moon
colleges and temples at a moment when
Glastonbury was the most powerful
headquarters for esoteric learning. 

Jeshua was initiated through one of the most
important rites of passage that prepared him
for his ministry and resurrection path. He
received high tantric teaching and alchemical
knowledge of the Holy Grail and Golden
Chalice. The profound wisdom deepened his
understanding of the codes of Kingship and
the Divine Feminine path of Oneness. 

There was once a time when the Goddess was
deeply honoured on Earth. We were in harmony
with the natural world, and the primordial
waters were worshipped and revered. 

The Well Maidan or Grail Priestesses tended the
Waters as part of the sacred contract between
the Land and humanity. And this ancient
Magdalene tradition can be traced back to the
times of Lemuria. This is a lineage of Divine
water Priestesses, Womb keepers and bearers
of spiritual wisdom.

These beings are otherworldly and personified
as the life-giving Spirits and matter of the Land,
the Genius Loci, or 'spirits of place'. They dwell
where freshwater flows, such as at sacred wells,
streams, weirs, waterfalls and rivers. 

Their bloodline is ancient and of the original
Fae lineage of the Celtic British and Irish isles.
They communicate inter-dimensionally and
have magical powers and gifts. For example,
they tend, anoint and baptise with their Golden
Cup or Chalice, called the Holy Grail, a
Magdalene signature. 

Avalon

In Avalon, all life is harmonious and at one with
the natural world. The King/Masculine energy is
personified as Melin, Kings, High Priests, Bards
and great Druids such as Joseph of Arimathea. 
 from the great white brotherhood. 





The path of sacred
marriage and Feminine
worship.



Sacred Masculine healing
Call 

ISSA, the sweetness within the
breath of life, I softly call you
back into the all-embracing
sanctum' within.

to restore and remember your
sacred rose way.  The way of
oneness, truth and full
acceptance. 

I feel your tender power,
protection and beauty
enveloping me as we become one. 
 
Issa, the sweetens within the
breath of life, I open to you from
the brilliant white rose within my
heart. 

blessed be. 





& the Brotherhood of the Rose

The Royal Bloodline

 
At the time of Golden Lemuria, the wisdom
keepers of the Rose seeded the Grail lineage
upon Gaia. The Rose Priestesses and Priests,
high initiates of the Stars (Venus, Sirius,
Pleiades), formed balanced councils in temples
around the Earth and anchored the three-fold
flame of Love, Wisdom and Power. These
councils were organised with 12 women and 12
men centred around the flame of the Divine
Mother. 

These Rosa Mystica Councils have preserved
and carried the Divine Mother's light and the
mysteries of the Chalice Sword and the Rose
since the beginning of time. And are returning
these comic frequencies to the planet
synonymously with the turning of a new 26,000
cycles and golden age. 

As part of the new cycle, we are restoring and
healing the sacred masculine and divine
feminine to their true nature and union. The
Brotherhood of the Rose or the White
Brotherhood comes to us now to re-activate this
sacred work by awakening the seeds of light
within. 

The brotherhoods are high councils and Holy
Grail lineages who carry the golden 'Seed' and
the Sword of Truth. As custodians of the Earth,
protectors, tenders and preservers of Rose's
inner royal mysteries, they replenish the
Goddess's energies and unveil them.  
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The lineage comprises Christ's cosmic beings,
Angels, dragons, solar logos, and Ascended
Masters. The Brotherhood serves to ground,
protect and carry the codes of the Sacred Rose
by activating dormant ancient memories and
royal king codes of pure masculinity and Divine
Mother devotion. 

Jeshua Royal Lineage

Jeshua was a descendant of the King Davidic
line. David means "beloved" in Hebrew or
"to love", this being the root and pure
intention of the Royal lineage, King and
Queen embodiment. Royal refers to a state
of attainment, pure DNA and a high level of
mastery acquired by adepts in the ancient
sexual arts, birth rites and resurrection
practices, and the Bridal chamber mysteries.

Jeshua was light conceived through the
Womb of Mother Mary, Stella Maris, Star of
the sea. In the Blue Rose, we covered this
subject which you can read over once again
if guided. 

The sacred rites of light conception,
however, is an ancient process of sacred
marriage/'hieros gamos', and as part of the
process, the Bride and Bridegroom
King/God unite in the Holiest of the Holies
to receive a sacred anointment.  



The seed of the Rose

The Royal House of David

At this time, the Brotherhood of the Rose
are awakening and revealing Codes that
have been hidden and preserved, called
sub-rosa mysteries. 

This lineage has actively protected the
Christ bloodline and the holy grail and they
have been called Christ knights of the
Temple of Solomon' Christi Templique
Salomonici'. Later called the Knights
Templars, an order of knights founded in
1119 and headquartered on the Temple
Mount in Jerusalem. 

These Men were ritually knighted, aligned to
the Venus Star in the sky, becoming keepers
of the secret knowledge of the Chalice, Rose
and Holy sword. 

And now we are invited onto a  journey of Rose
alchemical to heal and renew the sacred
masculine within. Blessed be. 
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The wisdom of sacred sexuality, magic and
light conception are returning at this time.
Bringing the healing and integration needed
to ground higher energies and waves of
light onto the planet and into the heart of
humanity. 

Jeshua and Magdalene prophesied this cycle
as a time when the feminine 'Christ' would
return and lead us back into unity, truth and
Love. 

Before Christ, King David, the original king of
Israel,  seeded these mysteries during his
reign. Also, he founded a dynasty and united
all the 12 tribes of Israel under a single
monarch. 

His son Solomon continued the royal
lineage and built the first Temple and holy
sanctum (First House of the Sanctum) on
Mount Moriah in Jerusalem. The Temple was
aligned to Venus and worshipped Goddess
Ashtoreth/Asherah, a direct descendant of
the rose line and one of Mary Magdalene's
Teachers. 

The Temple was a significant holy sanctuary
that later initiated 'the Anointed One' Jeshua
through the sexual mysteries of light. Jeshua
incarnated around 900 years after the
building of the temple. 

 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Solomon


 
" E x c e p t  a  m a n  b e  b o r n  o f  w a t e r  a n d  o f

t h e  s p i r i t ,  h e  c a n n o t  e n t e r  i n t o  t h e
K i n g d o m  o f  G o d ”

 
 
 
 





"with my most resounding kiss as we return
to each other as one and unified. 



Lughnasadh 
H I G H  H O L Y  S A B B A T



Lughnassadh is a turning point on the
natures wheel, a High Holy festival Sabbat
of Abundance, and plenty celebrated as
the Union of the Earth and Sun. We are in
the peak of high summer, the lands are
golden and flushed with fruits, and it's
the beginning of the harvest season. 

The energies usher in the timeless
artistry of gratitude, communion and
harvesting our manifestations with care.
Harvesting is an ancient ancestral
wisdom tradition of cultivation,
contemplation and alchemy. The alchemy
includes the solar codes and mysteries
that at this Holy Sabbat begin to shift and
change as the days shorten and the
nights become longer.

At Lughnasadh, we bless our ripening
cycle and the seeds we planted at Imbolc.
This is a moment of stillness, cultivation,
and communion with the fruits of our
dreams and manifestation. But, first, we
touch our blossoming ripe fruits and,
through the ceremony, reflect on how
our heart's dreams have blossomed and
fully formed in the outer world. 

Then, as part of the art of harvesting, we
commune with the fruits, blossoms and
herbs and intuit what their message,
purpose and gifts are in our lives and our
communities. This is a sacred festival to
receive a deeper understanding of what
has come to pass, how we incorporate
this into our life as medicine, and how it
informs the next cycle of nature's wheel. 



"When JESHUA touches you with Grace and 
 sweetness of the white dove, wholeness is

restored, and lightness prevails ."





T
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He was trained in the Lunar and Solar
mysteries of Yoga, breath, mudra, pranic
consciousness, and the technologies of
ascension.

The Yogi masters such as Babaji imparted
pearls of wisdom to support his divination
powers and gifts of prophecy. In addition, he
received rigorous training in the magic
formulas, or mantras, as well as esoteric
rituals and sexual and spiritual magic
practices. 

The Yogis have parallel beliefs to the ancient
Egyptians, Celtic druids and the Essence,
incorporating their love of astrology, amulets
of plants and gems into everyday life. 

They also believed that angels had taught
Moses the practice of herbalism and were
the original messengers. The Essenes
maintained their temple on Mount Carmel,
following the original angelic directions given
to Moses on Mount Sinai. 

Finally, Jeshua learnt that miraculous cures
were natural extensions of authentic
spiritual life and deepened his healing
powers and Siddhis. He learned from these
masters, the land and ancient texts. 

Jeshua bought these different traditions
together, harnessed these mystical truths,
and birthed the Way.  

  

I have always had an affinity with India's
spiritual and embodiment teachings. I love
yoga and the sister lineage Ayurveda, and I
feel it is deeply connected to ancient Egypt,
the Isis and Osiris mythos and the civilization
of Atlantis. 

Jeshua,  being the reincarnation of Horus,
the beloved child of Isis and Osiris,
pilgrimage to key sacred lands in his
younger life, including the British Isles, Egypt
and India. 

This is significant as it reveals and decodes
the truth of this holy rose lineage and how
the wisdom teachings are profoundly
interconnected and rooted in ancient
Atlantis and the stars. 

After his initiation in Avalon at age 13, Jeshua
travelled to India, where he lived with master
Yogis in the Himalayas. He was initiated into
the highest spiritual life through the
Temple's ancient yogic system of
enlightenment and sacred sexual practices. 

Sexuality and creation energy is innate
within the yogic systems like the ancient 
 Egyptian artistry. The practices and rites
energise, renew, and restored the bodies in
readiness for rebirth. The ancient Indian
systems also used Soma, the elixir of life. 

In India, Jeshua was given the spiritual name
"Isha," which means Lord, Master, Messiah,
or Ruler, a title of Shiva.

YESHUA IN INDIA







The Dead Sea Scrolls are ancient manuscripts
discovered between 1947 and 1956 in eleven
caves near Khirbet Qumran, on the
northwestern shores of the Dead Sea.

They are thousands of years old, dating from the
third century BCE to the first century CE. Most of
the scrolls were written in Hebrew, with a
smaller number in Aramaic or Greek. They were
found by a shepherd boy following his goats and
were purchased shortly after by archaeologist E.
L. Sukenik on behalf of the Hebrew University. 

These ancient scrolls and other sacred texts
contain secret truths of our true history, the
mysteries of Essenes of Qumran, the Messiah
and the Grail bloodline. They were written
before the time of Jeshua and Mary Magdalene. 

The study of ancient Jewish texts such as the
dead sea scroll and the Torah reveals that 40,
480 and 1,440 years seem of fundamental
importance, which ties into the patterns of
Venus. The planet Venus forms a pentagram in
the night sky every eight years, returning to its
original point every 40 years with a 40-day
retrograde. Jeshua spent 40 days and 40 nights
in the wilderness before he began his ministry. It
is said that he did it in conjunction with Venus’s
retrograde. 

In the book of Hiram, the blazing pentagram star
is mentioned many times for high holy
ceremonies and rituals. Venus forms part of the
Star prophecy in the Dead sea scrolls and is
honoured by many cultures. The Mayans
calculated the Venus cycle with remarkable
precision. 

THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS



“ I  u n v e i l  t h e  m y s t e r i e s  a g a i n  a n d  a g a i n  t h r o u g h
m y  u n w a v e r i n g  l o v e ,  p u r i t y  a n d  i n n o c e n c e .  I

i l l u m i n a t e  f r o m  t h e  d e p t h  o f  d a r k n e s s  t h e  p e a c e
t h a t  d w e l l s  w i t h i n .  T h e  w h i t e  r o s e  a s s i s t s  i n

a t t u n i n g  t o  t h e  i n n e r  s i l e n c e  t o  r e a w a k e n
s p i r i t u a l  t r u t h  a n d  w i s d o m  o n  t h e  p a t h  o f  c o s m i c

h a r m o n y  a n d  h i g h e r  k n o w l e d g e . ”  
 





THE Glyph
Triangle & Pyramid 
MAGIC



Grounded in the
INFINITE SPIRIT 
OF LIFE

I AM 

The pyramids' shape is chosen precisely to reflect aspects
of divine unity. The pyramid has four faces. Three faces to
the heavens and one face to the earth. The pyramid is
composed of 4 equilateral triangles, which all manifest the
cosmic nature of God 3 in 1 and 1 in 3.  

The upward-facing triangle represents a strong foundation,
stability and the holy trinity. Earth and water symbols are
formed from upward-facing triangles. The triangle
symbolises ascent to heaven and represents the male
energy and elements 

Triangles and other three-part symbols can also stand for
the triple goddess,  past, present, and future or spirit,
mind, and body.

Some occultists use the triangle as a summoning symbol
and a gateway glyph to receive and attune. At the
culmination of a ritual, the triangle can be used to seal the
work.  Priestesses often perform rituals from the
protection of a circle and utilise the power of the pyramid
to direct and receive powerful energies. 

The ancient Egyptians, Mayans and Celtic druids used
pyramids to raise consciousness and to connect and
commune with multi-dimensional realms and Source.  

At the spiritual level, the pyramid is a symbol of the
integration of self and soul. 



Your
sacred
path

 
W A L K I N G  T H E  B E A U T Y  W A Y



Priestess
Practice

'The depth of your love is beyond 
the need for you to protect your light. "

1 -Journal and share your
experiences with Jeshua
and the white rose
lineage. 

2- Carry out the Rose
ceremony.
 
3- Draw or paint the
Glyph.

4- Express and share in
the group/forum.



Blessed Be.
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